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Graduate Profile FAQ
1. Where does the foundation of graduate data within WANTED Analytics come from and who
produces it?
This data is produced conjointly by the U.S Department of Education, the Institute of Education Sciences
and the National Center for Education Statistics. They gather information through a direct survey sent to
more than 7,500 institutions. This includes research universities, states colleges and universities, private
religious and liberal arts colleges, community and technical colleges and non-degree-granting
institutions.

2. Who currently uses this Graduate Supply data?
Congress, federal agencies, state governments, education providers, professional associations, private
businesses, media, students and parents all use this data to analyze trends, elaborate educational
policies and statistics to get a better understanding of the postsecondary education in the United States.

3. How does WANTED obtain the diversity numbers at the skill level?
We combine the data obtained from the U.S Department of Education, the Institute of Education
Sciences and the National Center for Education Statistics along with our own proprietary algorithms to
tabulate counts for each Gender / Ethnicity and Educational Attainment categories.
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4. How often will the data be updated?

The survey is conducted each year. The actual data is from the 2013 survey and will be updated each
year as soon as the complete new available data will be published.
5. Is the ethnicity breakdown a result of a ratio calculation?
No, the results shown in “Graduate Gender and Ethnicity” are the numbers of graduates of each
gender / ethnicity category reported by the institution.
6. If someone has a master’s degree, are they counted twice in the Graduate Education Level
graph?
No, the Educational Attainment reports how many degrees have been conferred by the institution(s) at
this education level.
7. Why did I obtain the following message:
“There was not enough data to calculate the Graduate Supply.”
This message is shown whenever there is no college or university in the selected location providing
programs related to the occupation satisfying your query.
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Thank You

For any questions please contact: wa-support@cebglobal.com
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